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ISHMAEL RANDALL-WEEKS
One could chalk it up to my background in, and soxweakness tor, architecture, but it is
not every artist who inxokes the legacy of at least one of that quartet of high modernist
masters Mies, Aalto, Terragni and, of course, Corb xwho manages to pay homage to,
while extricating himself from, the suffocating weight of that architecture's wNorldview,
one which took as gospel the idea of 'making' one's own reality. But Ishmael RandallWeeks, a Peruvian based in Lima, treats that legacy with both a seriousness and a
lightness that one has come to expect from the best artists hailing from South and Latin
where, as we're wont to forget, Modernism
America
MELANIE SCHIFF
found some of its most fertile ground.
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The problem here is that such readings do little justice ta Schiff's
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and upon Lima's Palacio Municipal, a mid-twentieth- her work appear as if it is somehow easily
worked through, which, in the end, it inust be. Prints such as Prism (20()5),
century recreation of Peru's colonial past.
Cases (200)5), Spit (2006) and the much lauded kimergencv (2006) this last
But it is important to remember that what Randall
Weeks traffics in here is images, not architecture, and this captures tie distant fireball of the sunijust as it caps a bottle oa,Jack O)aniels in
is what speaks to the large-scale constructions that make the foreground reveal Schiff's supreme comnfort with thie registration oflight
up another facet of his practice. Pieces such as Progreso as such. And her more recent work, black-and-white portraits such as N'atalie
(2006), Capsule (2006) and Nomad (2007), all I (2008) and S;arah (2007), and the masterful Untitled (2008), add to this
conveyances carts, carriages, chariots of one sort or comfort a Las A4eninas-type dialogue oii the circuit of the camera's seeing,
another, invoke the mobility that artists such as Randall- here multiplied by the layering of' windows, mirrors and other rflectivc
Weeks (like the images of Corb's masterworks of surfaces within the profilmic space.
on the whole it is elegant and, most important, intelligent work. Scliiff's
modernist architecture) have come to rely upon. For three
or four years now he has moved from residency programme body-in-the-landscape pieces, such as Wud Reclining (2006) and Skh';tparh
to (20t)08), too-self-consciously exoke the spectres of Ana Mendicta and
Maine, Ecuador, New York, Bolivia, Mexico
residency programme. And as opposed to trying to defy NALIE EXP(O)T; but then again, these aren't the worst artists to clianiel.
this itinerancy, Randall-Weeks has embraced it; his work Nevertlietess, it is composition that Schiff understands, appareutly, to a very
is of its place, we might say, given that its materials and natural degree, and it is bY composition that tier workxwill rise or fall I suspect
ideas are contingent upon wherever the artist happens to it wiill lbe the former.
find himself that week or month. Little wonder, then, that
his most recent work, to be exhibited at Eleven Rivington
in New York this April, in the artist's first solo exhibition
in New York, has begun to resemble landscapes (carved
from stacks of book pages and architectural plans) viewed
from 30,000 feet.
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